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Excerpt from The War and SocialismAnd when I write propaganda, I
do not for a moment mean the propaganda with which the name of
Mr. Norman Angell is associated; this great modern gospel that war
does not pay. That is indeed the only decent and attractive thing that
can still be said for war. Nothing that is really worth having in life
does pay. Men live in order that they may pay for the unpaying

things. Love does not pay, art does not pay, happiness does not pay,
honesty is not the best policy, generosity invites the ingratitude of the
mean; what is the good of this huckster's argu ment? It revolts all
honourable men. Butwar, whether it pay or not, is an atrociously

ugly: thing, cruel, destroying countless beauties. Who cares whether
war pays or does not pay, when one thinks of some obstinate Belgian
peasant woman being interrogated and shot By a hectoring German
officer, or of the weakly whimpering mess of some poor hovel with
little children in it, struck by a'shcll? Even if war paid twelve and-a-
half per cent. Per annum for ever on every pound it cost to wage,
would it be any the less a 51ckening abomination to every decent

soul? And, moreover, it IS a bore. It is an unendurable bore. War and
the preparation for war, the taxes, the drilling, the interference with



every free activity, the arrest and stiffening up of life, the obedience
to third-rate people in uniform, of which Berlin-struck Germans have
been the implacable exponents, have become an unbearable nuisance
to all humanity. Neither Belgium nor France nor Britain is fighting
now for glory or advantage. I do not believe Russia is doing so; we
are all, I believe, fighting in a fury of resent ment because at last

after years of waste and worry to prevent it, we have been obliged to
do so. Our grievance is the grievance of every decent. Life-loving
German, of every German mother and sweetheart who watched her
man go off under his incompetent leaders to hardship and mutilations
and 'death. And our propaganda against the Prussian idea has to be
no Vile argu ment to the pocket, but an appeal to the common sense
and common feeling of humanity. We have to clear the heads of the
Germans, and keep the heads of our own people clear about this war.
Particularly is there need to dissuade our people against the dream of
profit-filching, the War against German Trade. We have to reiterate

over and over again that we fight, resolved thatat the end no
nationality shall Oppress any nationality or language again in Europe
for ever, and by way of illustration, we want not those ingenious
arrangements of figures that touch the Angell imagination, but

photographs of the Kaiser in his glory at a review, and photographs
of the long, unintelligent side-long face of the Crown Prince, his son,
photographs of that great original Krupp taking his pleasures at Capri
and, to set beside these, photographspitilessly showing men killed
and horribly torn upon the battlefield, and men crippled and women
and men murdered, and homes burnt and, to the verge of indecency,
all the peculiar filthiness of war. And the case that has thus to be
stated has to be brought before the minds of the Germans, of

Americans, of French people, and English people, of Swedes and
Russians and Italians as our common evil, which, though it be at the

expense of several Governments, we have to end.About the
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